
Objective: The objective of this study was to examine 
the potential benefits and impact on pilot behavior from the 
use of portable weather applications.

Method: Seventy general aviation (GA) pilots participated 
in the study. Each pilot was randomly assigned to an experimen-
tal or a control group and flew a simulated single-engine GA 
aircraft, initially under visual meteorological conditions (VMC). 
The experimental group was equipped with a portable weather 
application during flight. We recorded measures for weather 
situation awareness (WSA), decision making, cognitive engage-
ment, and distance from the aircraft to hazardous weather.

Results: We found positive effects from the use of the 
portable weather application, with an increased WSA for 
the experimental group, which resulted in credibly larger 
route deviations and credibly greater distances to hazardous 
weather (≥30 dBZ cells) compared with the control group. 
Nevertheless, both groups flew less than 20 statute miles 
from hazardous weather cells, thus failing to follow current 
weather-avoidance guidelines. We also found a credibly higher 
cognitive engagement (prefrontal oxygenation levels) for the 
experimental group, possibly reflecting increased flight planning 
and decision making on the part of the pilots.

Conclusion: Overall, the study outcome supports our 
hypothesis that portable weather displays can be used with-
out degrading pilot performance on safety-related flight tasks, 
actions, and decisions as measured within the constraints of 
the present study. However, it also shows that an increased 
WSA does not automatically translate to enhanced flight 
behavior.

Application: The study outcome contributes to our 
knowledge of the effect of portable weather applications on 
pilot behavior and decision making.

Keywords: decision making, flight displays, mobile devices, 
navigation, situation awareness

IntroductIon
Visual flight rules (VFR) flight into instru-

ment meteorological conditions (IMC)—where 
pilots inadvertently enter clouds or haze and 
can no longer see the horizon or the terrain—is 
a major safety hazard for general aviation (GA) 
pilots (Goh & Wiegmann, 2001). This danger-
ous situation can lead to spatial disorientation 
whereby pilots lose control of the aircraft (Wig-
gins, Hunter, O’Hare, & Martinussen, 2012; 
Wilson & Sloan, 2003). Some of the underlying 
causal factors in VFR flight into IMC relate to 
pilot characteristics, like experience and risk 
tolerance (Wiggins et al., 2012). Other fac-
tors relate to decision making and the ability 
of pilots to detect, incorporate, and respond to 
cockpit and “out-the-window” information and 
understand the potential effect of forecasted 
weather conditions (O’Hare & Stenhouse, 2009; 
Wiegmann, Goh, & O’Hare, 2002; Wiggins, 
Azar, Hawken, Loveday, & Newman, 2014).

There are many weather conditions that are 
hazardous to GA aircraft. For example, thun-
derstorms can produce lightning, heavy rain, 
hail, turbulence, icing, and wind shear. Areas 
surrounding a storm can also yield obstructions 
to visibility and reduce a pilot’s ability to per-
ceive the layout of runways, surrounding ter-
rain, or the position of other aircraft. The 
knowledge of these weather conditions is espe-
cially important as pilots must understand the 
impact of weather on flights. However, as 
reported by Dutcher and Doiron (2008), pilots 
in general do not perform well on weather tests. 
Pilots often lack operationally relevant weather 
skills and frequently overestimate their weather 
knowledge. Dutcher and Doiron conclude that 
a key contributor to the lack of operationally 
relevant weather skills is the minimal weather 
training, a mere 9 hr, provided to private pilots 
in U.S. ground schools.
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To prepare for a flight and to avoid encoun-
ters with hazardous weather, GA pilots can get a 
general overview of weather conditions by 
reviewing weather information on various Inter-
net or television weather sites. If conditions are 
favorable for flight, pilots can acquire a more in-
depth weather briefing by contacting a Flight 
Service Station (FSS). At the FSS, specialists 
can provide pilots with a detailed weather brief-
ing, available weather forecasts, and weather 
reports that describe weather conditions along 
the intended route of flight. In addition, pilots 
can receive weather information from automated 
FSSs (AFSSs), which provide continuous tele-
phone recordings of meteorological informa-
tion. Pilots can also use the Web- or phone-based 
Direct User Access Terminal (DUAT) service to 
get weather information and flight-plan process-
ing services.

During VFR flights, pilots navigate and avoid 
hazardous weather by visual sampling from the 
out-the-window view. Pilots integrate this visual 
information with data from the aircraft instru-
ments, information from weather-reporting facil-
ities, and information from other pilots on the 
radio frequency. Pilots can also receive weather 
information and request “flight following” by 
contacting air traffic control (ATC). Because 
VFR flights are based on “see and avoid,” pilots 
must maintain minimum VFR cloud clearances 
throughout the flight. During instrument flight 
rules (IFR) flights, when visibility prevents 
visual sampling from the out-the-window view, 
pilots navigate by means of cockpit instruments 
and follow directions from ATC. Pilots must 
avoid in-flight weather hazards by either using 
cockpit weather systems, by requesting weather 
information from ATC, or by receiving informa-
tion from AFSSs.

One increasingly popular method for receiv-
ing in-flight weather updates is the use of 
cockpit- mounted weather displays, like certified 
installed display systems or commercially avail-
able weather displays. These displays allow GA 
pilots to receive important aircraft, terrain, and 
weather information while in flight (Zimmer-
man, 2013). Potentially, this weather informa-
tion could help pilots maintain good situation 
awareness, enhance weather decision making, 
and reduce safety risks, like VFR flight into 
IMC (Wilson & Sloan, 2003).

Despite these technological improvements 
and the increasing popularity of GA weather dis-
plays, human-in-the-loop simulations sometimes 
fail to reveal a clear benefit and improved pilot 
weather decision making from the use of cockpit 
weather displays. For example, in studies in 
which pilots used Next Generation Radar 
(NEXRAD) displays, researchers found that 
pilots seemed to be affected by and changed their 
weather deviation behavior according to the spa-
tial resolution of the precipitation display. 
Beringer and Ball (2004) investigated the use of 
NEXRAD displays with an 8-km, 4-km, or 2-km 
spatial resolution. Pilots who used the high- 
resolution NEXRAD displays attempted to navi-
gate between weather more than pilots with low-
resolution displays. Furthermore, 53% of the 
pilots failed to comply with the recommended 
20-statute-miles-separation guidance from 
storms (Federal Aviation Administration [FAA] 
& National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration [NOAA], 1983). This finding seems to 
imply that pilots’ deviation behavior was caused 
by a difference in perceived affordances trig-
gered by the precipitation graphics. A similar 
result has also been reported by Wu, Gooding, 
Shelley, Duong, and Johnson (2012) in a study of 
pilot decision making during convective weather. 
In most cases, pilots’ closest point of approach to 
hazardous weather was well below 20 nautical 
miles [nmi], meaning that pilots failed to comply 
with the separation guidance.

Even more striking is the result from a GA 
pilot study by Burgess and Thomas (2004). They 
investigated the effect of improved cockpit 
weather displays on GA pilot decision making 
and weather avoidance. Two different displays 
were used: an improved weather display with 
NEXRAD image looping and an improved 
weather display with the National Convective 
Weather Forecast (NCWF) product. With the 
average minimum distance from the aircraft to 
hazardous precipitation cells (50+ dBZ) as one of 
the dependent measures, the results showed no 
meaningful difference in weather avoidance 
between a control group (no weather display) and 
two groups using either NEXRAD image looping 
or the NCWF product. The mean minimum dis-
tance to hazardous cells for all three pilot groups 
was roughly 10 nmi—only half of the recom-
mended safety margin. In addition to research on 
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NEXRAD displays, research has also shown 
issues with pilots’ interpretation of cockpit radar 
displays. Unlike NEXRAD displays, which pres-
ent a mosaic from multiple radar sites on the 
ground, radar displays depict hazardous intensi-
ties as measured by airborne radars. Wiggins et al. 
(2014) examined experienced pilots’ ratings of 
turbulence levels associated with simulated radar 
displays. As a general rule, the precipitation inten-
sity increases with an increase in turbulence. The 
result showed a lack of reliability in pilots’ turbu-
lence assessments. According to Wiggins et al. 
(2014), the fact that experienced pilots differ in 
how they interpret weather radar displays indi-
cates a need for more comprehensive training on 
how to interpret weather radar in addition to dis-
play design improvements.

Researchers have also assessed the effect of 
advanced synthetic vision displays on pilot 
weather avoidance behavior. A study by Johnson, 
Wiegmann, and Wickens (2006) revealed that 
synthetic vision displays with terrain, weather, 
and moving maps do not help pilots avoid pene-
trating IMC clouds more than pilots using stan-
dard cockpit instruments. In fact, pilots who used 
advanced displays were 6 times more likely to 
fly using VFR into IMC and penetrate clouds. 
The researchers attributed this effect to atten-
tional tunneling, whereby pilots using advanced 
displays were less likely to sample weather infor-
mation from the out-the-window view. As a pos-
sible remedy for the attentional tunneling effect, 
the researchers propose a more effective display 
design along with pilot scan pattern training.

Besides precipitation information, modern 
cockpit weather displays can also contain infor-
mation about winds, lightning, echo tops, and 
aviation routine weather reports (METARs), to 
mention a few. METAR information is espe-
cially important as it can provide the pilot with 
visibility, ceiling, and flight category informa-
tion. In their study of advanced weather dis-
plays, Johnson et al. (2006) assessed pilot use of 
METAR symbols. They found a modest effect 
of the displayed METAR information, with 
only 6% of the pilots using METAR informa-
tion strategically. Similarly, Coyne, Baldwin, 
and Latorella (2005) found that color-coded 
METAR symbols tended to bias pilots’ estimates 
of ceiling and visibility. If the METAR symbols 
indicated more favorable conditions than what 

pilots could sample from the out-the-window 
information, pilots’ visibility and ceiling reports 
were positively biased (and vice versa). O’Hare 
and Waite (2012) investigated the effect of sym-
bol augmentation and found that pilots recalled 
more information from METARs when the 
information was presented with both text and 
symbols. Aside from pilot bias and a low usage 
of METAR symbols, research showed that 
METAR colors and METAR symbol shapes 
affect pilot detection of weather state changes 
during flight.

Ahlstrom and Suss (2015) investigated the 
effect of weather symbology on pilot ability to 
detect METAR status changes during simulated 
flights. They found a strong change-blindness 
effect (Nikolic, Orr, & Sarter, 2004; Rensink, 
2000), with pilots varying considerably in their 
overall detection of METAR symbol display 
changes during flight. The overall detection per-
formance ranged from 25% to 62% depending 
on the specific METAR symbol and color. Pilots 
who did not detect METAR changes (signaling 
reduced ceiling and visibility) at or around the 
destination airport were more likely to continue 
their VFR flight toward the preplanned destina-
tion. On the other hand, pilots who detected the 
METAR changes were more likely to request 
weather updates from ATC, consider alternate 
destination airports, or request an IFR flight 
plan. Similarly, Ahlstrom (2015b) investigated 
the effects of variations in cockpit weather dis-
play symbols and colors on GA pilot behavior, 
decision making, and cognitive engagement 
during a weather avoidance flight. The result 
showed behavioral and perceptual asymmetries 
in response to variations in weather symbology, 
with credible group differences for distance to 
weather, weather display usage, and cognitive 
engagement. In agreement with previous weather 
display studies, the outcome also showed that 
pilots came much closer to hazardous weather 
than what is recommended by current guidelines 
(i.e., 20 statute miles).

Besides certified weather display systems or 
commercially available weather displays for the 
cockpit, there is now a plethora of low-cost 
alternatives that can provide pilots with in-flight 
weather information. These alternatives rely on 
portable weather receivers and a subscription to 
commercial weather products that can be viewed 
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on various portable devices or on cell phones. 
Besides providing weather information, many of 
these products also allow users to superimpose a 
route or flight plan on the weather map. The 
products also have an elaborate menu structure 
whereby the user can select a large number of 
graphical and text-based weather elements, fore-
casts, and weather briefings. Additionally, with 
the use of Automatic Dependent Surveillance–
Broadcast, pilots can receive in-flight weather 
information that covers the Flight Information 
Services–Broadcast basic products with graphi-
cal and text-based information from Airmen’s 
Meteorological Information, Significant Meteo-
rological Information, METAR, NEXRAD, 
Notice to Airmen, pilot report (PIREPs), special-
use airspace, Terminal Area Forecast (TAF), and 
wind, temperature, and lightning information.

Although portable devices have shown prom-
ise as a tool for navigation (Ware & Arsenault, 
2012), there are reports of human factors issues 
that need to be resolved. One factor relates to the 
display of maps on portable devices. Because 
portable devices are small, there is a potential for 
increased display clutter, which can negatively 
affect user attention to details and the perception 
of state changes (Uluca, Streefkerk, Sciacchi-
tano, & McCrickard, 2008). Hipp, Schaub, 
Kargl, and Weber (2010) have addressed user 
interaction problems with route selection, route 
deviation, and the implementation of warning 
messages on portable automotive navigation 
devices. The size, warning message, and the nav-
igation problems uncovered are all issues that 
apply to portable cockpit navigation and portable 
weather avoidance navigation. Another issue 
with portable weather displays is the lack of stan-
dardized training. As pointed out by Dutcher and 
Doiron (2008), great strides have been made 
developing technology to improve flight effi-
ciency and flight safety but at the cost of insuffi-
cient training. Portable weather applications are 
certainly becoming an important piece of current 
weather and display technologies. However, the 
training on how to use those weather applications 
is left up to the user. As weather training for pri-
vate pilots is minimal, there is an even greater 
unknown how much training, if any at all, that 
private pilots have on the use of portable weather 
applications during flight.

A review of previous research reveals several 
main issues with GA pilot use of cockpit weather 
information. First, pilots often do not use weather 
display information in an operationally appropri-
ate manner. Second, pilot decision making and 
behavior is affected by weather display factors, like 
resolution, color, and symbology. Third, despite 
using available weather information, pilots do not 
seem to maintain a safe distance from hazardous 
weather. Currently, there is a lack of research on 
the effect of GA pilot behavior from the use of por-
table weather displays. Therefore, the goal of the 
present study is to assess the effect of portable 
weather presentations on GA pilot behavior and 
weather situation awareness (WSA) during weather 
avoidance flights. We hypothesize that using a por-
table weather application could improve pilot WSA 
and assist pilots in avoiding areas of hazardous 
weather.

Method
Participants

Seventy GA pilots volunteered for participa-
tion in the study. The participants came from a 
group of pilots with a large variation in flight 
hours and ratings. For the simulation, we ran-
domly assigned each pilot to an experimental 
group or a control group. The descriptive char-
acteristics for both groups in terms of age and 
flight experience are shown in Table 1.

In Table 2, we provide a group summary of 
the most common pilot ratings and pilot certifi-
cates. In most cases, each individual pilot had 
multiple ratings.

Out of the 70 pilots, there were only 16 who 
had previous experience with cockpit weather 
displays (eight in each group). Of these 16 pilots, 
only eight pilots (three pilots in the control group 
and five pilots in the experimental group) had 
experience with portable weather displays, like 
Foreflight, SiriusXM, and WingX Pro. Four of 
these pilots (two in each group) were  proficient—
that is, they were actively using portable weather 
displays when flying as private pilots. Thirty-one 
of the pilots had taken additional meteorology 
classes beyond the basic weather training pro-
vided at ground schools. There were only two 
pilots in the control group and one pilot in the 
experimental group with prior training on how to 
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interpret weather displays. Taken together, the 
study participants came from a diverse pool of 
pilots who mostly had very little (e.g., only a few 
flights) or no prior experience and training on 
electronic weather displays.

Simulation equipment
GA cockpit simulator. The simulation was 

performed using a GA cockpit simulator con-
figured as a Mooney Bravo single-engine air-
craft. The simulator had an enclosed fuselage 
and was equipped with a 180° out-the-window 
view (see Figure 1). We used Microsoft Flight 
Simulator 2004 to control the flight character-
istics of the simulator, Project Magenta G1000 
type GA glass cockpit software to display the 
aircraft’s control scheme, and the Lockheed 
Martin Prepar3D software to generate the out-
the-window view.

Portable weather application. The portable 
weather application was specifically designed to 
provide a platform for weather display research 
and to be similar to commercially available 
products. The weather application design was 
based on user surveys, interviews, and cognitive 
walkthroughs. An initial survey of a cross- 
section of pilots, dispatchers, ATC, and traffic 

managers identified commonly used/requested 
weather information. These information items 
were then rated by frequency of use and the per-
ceived importance. Subsequently, the weather 
items were prioritized based on their technical 
feasibility and the availability of weather data. 
To receive feedback on the final weather appli-
cation content, researchers used the application 
in scenario-based cognitive walkthroughs using 
pilots as subjects (FAA, 2014).

The portable weather application ran on an 
iPad Air 2 that was attached to the participants 
by a leg strap (see Figure 2).

The weather information was overlaid on a 
map with a green line representing the pre-
planned route and a red plus sign representing 
the aircraft position symbol (see Figure 3). All 
distances and directions between waypoints 
were known to the pilots prior to flight, allowing 
pilots to estimate distances from the aircraft to 
areas of weather. Furthermore, pilots could use 
the cockpit’s distance-measuring equipment to 
estimate distances to weather by selecting very-
high-frequency omnidirectional radio range 
waypoints in close proximity to areas of weather.

An application menu allowed pilots to select 
weather information layers and weather 

TAblE 1: Descriptive Characteristics of Study Pilots

Group  n

Age (years)

Flight Hours Accrued

Total Instrument
Instrument–Last  

6 Months

Median Range Median Range Median Range Median Range

Experimental 36 54 21–86 4,650 90–30,000 1,000 0–14,000 2 0–120
Control 34 64 21–87 11,000 75–35,000 850 0–25,800 5 0–200

TAblE 2: Pilot Ratings

Ratings

Group Private Commercial ATP SEL MEL Instrument CFI CFI-II

Experimental 9 12 18 21 18 24 11 14
Control 9 12 20 26 23 18 11 14

Note. Private = private pilot certificate, Commercial = commercial pilot license, ATP = airline transport pilot 
certificate, SEL = single engine land certificate, MEL = multi-engine rating, Instrument = instrument rating, CFI = 
certified flight instructor, and CFI-II = certified flight instructor instrument.
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 information features. The weather information 
features included aviation routine weather 
reports (METARs), TAFs, and PIREPs. By 
selecting the weather layers, pilots could display 
graphical area depictions of flight categories 
(e.g., VFR and IFR), ceiling information, visi-
bility, precipitation, icing probability, turbulence 
potential, wind, temperature, relative humidity, 
and satellite imagery information. Each image 
was adjustable by means of a display zoom.

Functional near-infrared (fNIR) system. In 
the present study, we used objective fNIR record-
ings as a measure of cognitive engagement. In 
general, when cortical neurons are activated, 
there is a local increase in oxygenated hemoglo-
bin and a decrease in deoxygenated hemoglobin, 
indicating an increased brain metabolism. Previ-
ously, we have used fNIR recordings during air 
traffic control simulations (Ahlstrom, 2015a; 
Harrison et al., 2014) and cockpit simulations 
(Ahlstrom & Suss, 2015). The continuous-wave 
fNIR system is connected to a flexible forehead 
sensor pad that contains four light sources (peak 
wavelengths at 730 nm and 850 nm) and 10 
detectors. This configuration generates a total of 
16 measurement locations or voxels per wave-
length. With two wavelengths and dark current 
recordings for each of the 16 voxels, the system 
generates a total of 48 measurements for each 2 
Hz sampling period.

Simulation task
The current study was part of a larger proj-

ect to assess the minimal weather requirements 
for GA pilots. During the simulation, we used 
two weather scenarios to assess pilot behavior 

in response to reduced visibility and convective 
activity. Here, we report the outcome for one of 
the scenarios that was specifically designed to 
assess the use of a portable weather application 
during convective weather avoidance. For the 
outcome of the visibility simulation, see Ahl-
strom, Caddigan, Schulz, Ohneiser, Bastholm, 
and Dworsky (2015).

During the simulation, pilots flew a 20-min leg 
of a longer preplanned route starting at the airport 
at Glasgow Municipal, Glasgow, Kentucky 
(KGLW), and ending at the airport at Logansport/
Cass County, Indiana (KGGP), as illustrated in 
Figure 3. During the scenario, pilots started midair 
(6,000 ft.) and encountered thunderstorms in the 
vicinity of KGGP. At the scenario startup, the 
weather conditions were visual meteorological 
conditions (VMC) with only some smaller cloud 
formations at altitude. As the flight progressed 
toward the destination, pilots encountered areas of 
marginal VMC. At lower altitudes near the desti-
nation airport, pilots had to avoid areas of IMC. 
An example of the out-the-window view during 
startup is illustrated in Figure 4.

Independent Variables
The only independent variable manipulated 

in this study was the availability of a portable 

Figure 1. The cockpit simulator.

Figure 2. The portable weather display.
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Figure 3. Illustration of the portable weather application with the route (in green), aircraft position 
symbol (red plus symbol), and precipitation information (yellow areas are ≥30 dBZ intensities).
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weather application. During the simulation, only 
the experimental group had access to this infor-
mation.

dependent Variables
During the simulation, we recorded six 

dependent measures, as outlined in Table 3.
In the following sections we describe how we 

calculated deviation and distance-to-weather 
measures. We also describe each dependent vari-
able and clarify how it was measured during the 
simulation.

Computation of deviation and distance-to-
weather measures. Current guidelines by 
FAA and NOAA (1983) state that hazardous 
weather should be avoided by at least 20 stat-
ute miles. In this study, we measured distance 
to weather (≥30 dBZ cells) to assess how pilot 
weather avoidance behavior is affected by the 
use of portable weather applications. We also 
measured the horizontal flight profile, defined 

as an aircraft’s deviation from the preplanned 
route.

The flight scenario included convective activ-
ity with a southeast-moving weather cell, shown 
in the upper-left quadrant of the portable display 
map (refer to Figure 3). At 1-min intervals during 
the scenario, we measured the distance from the 
aircraft location (i.e., latitude/longitude) to the 
closest point of approach for ≥30 dBZ precipita-
tion cells (visualized as yellow pixels). We also 
measured, once every 10 s, the aircraft position 
in relation to the preplanned route. The outcome 
of these measurements was the distances between 
aircraft and weather cells and the distances 
between aircraft and the preplanned route.

We used several defined parameters for the 
analyses. Our aircraft log files contained, among 
other data parameters, the elapsed scenario time 
in seconds, latitude, longitude, altitude, and 
heading. In a first step, the evaluation algorithm 
extracted all coordinates for each time interval 
(2 Hz) and saved them in a vector. Second, the 
algorithm loaded the scenario data with all the 
defined route points along with their latitude/
longitude values. Third, the algorithm computed 
all distances in nautical miles, d, between lati-
tude/longitude points as a great circle distance 
using the spherical law of cosines:

d =  acos(sin[latA] . sin[latB] + cos[latA] . 
cos[latB] . cos[lonB – lonA]) . 3440.065.

Weather avoidance. To avoid flying into 
clouds or haze, pilots had to adjust their altitude 
and/or deviate from their preplanned route. We 
captured the vertical flight profile by analyzing 
pilots’ altitude changes (in feet) once a second 
and the horizontal flight profile by recording 
pilots’ deviations (in nautical miles) from the 
preplanned route every 10 s.

Decision making. We recorded all instances 
when pilots announced a decision to turn around 
or to use an alternate airport.

Distance to hazardous weather. To assess how 
pilot weather avoidance behavior was affected by 
the use of portable weather applications, we mea-
sured the distance to weather (≥30 dBZ cells) once 
a minute. At the end of the scenario, we asked 
pilots to rate how easy it was to determine the loca-
tion of severe precipitation areas (7-point scale;  
1 = very difficult, 7 = very easy).

Figure 4. Illustration of the out-the-window view at 
the scenario startup.
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WSA. A goal of the present study was to 
assess how the use of portable weather applica-
tions affects pilot WSA. We define WSA as a 
pilot’s combined perception of time, current 
weather distribution along the planned route and 
alternative routes, areas free of hazardous 
weather, and weather locations in the near future 
and the use of alternative routes to avoid hazard-
ous weather. As found by Ahlstrom and Suss 
(2015), a high WSA implies that a pilot is cogni-
zant of and prepared for weather state changes 
and will therefore have more time to take appro-
priate action. During the scenarios, we logged all 
communications between the pilot and the pilot 
following and coded each communication mes-
sage in one of five communication categories.

Weather display interaction. During each 
simulation run, we recorded all pilot weather 
display interactions and display durations of 
individual weather elements.

Cognitive engagement. In this study we were 
interested in assessing the difference in pilot cog-
nitive engagement between the experimental 
group (weather display) and the control group 
(no weather display) as measured by fNIR. 

Potentially, the weather display can affect a 
pilot’s cognitive load during flight by increasing 
or decreasing the pilot’s cognitive engagement in 
planning and decision making as indicated by 
increasing or decreasing oxygenation levels. 
During the scenario, we measured pilots’ pre-
frontal oxygenation at 2 Hz. In addition to the 
objective fNIR data, we also captured pilots’ sub-
jective workload by having pilots rate their men-
tal workload at the completion of the scenario 
(7-point scale; 1 = very low, 7 = very high).

experimental design
The human-in-the-loop simulation was con-

ducted as a between-subjects design whereby half 
of the pilots (experimental group) were equipped 
with a handheld weather application and the other 
half (control group) flew without a weather appli-
cation. Each pilot flew two different scenarios that 
were counterbalanced across participants.

Procedure
Following an overview of the flight plan 

and scenario weather conditions (including a 

TAblE 3: Dependent Measures

Number Dependent Variable Description

1 Weather avoidance The flight profile:
Altitude
Horizontal deviation

2 Decision making Pilot decision to deviate from the preplanned route 
and to use alternate airports

3 Distance to hazardous weather Distance from the aircraft to areas of ≥30 dBZ 
precipitation

Subjective ratings of how easy it was for pilots to 
determine the location of hazardous precipitation

4 Weather situation awareness Pilot perception of weather along the route of flight 
captured by the pilot’s relay of information to the 
second pilot (communication counts)

The relay of weather information gathered from the 
portable weather application (for the experimental 
group).

5 Weather display interaction Interactions with the portable weather application
6 Cognitive engagement Blood oxygenation changes captured by the fNIR 

system
Subjective workload ratings

Note. fNIR = functional near-infrared.
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preflight weather briefing), the research staff 
briefed the pilot on the particulars of the flight 
simulator and how to use the autopilot. If the 
pilot belonged to the experimental group, he 
or she was also given a briefing on how to use 
the weather application, a detailed briefing on 
the weather information content, and hands-on 
practice on how to access all the weather infor-
mation. Thereafter, each pilot flew a 20-min 
practice scenario with a staff pilot in the copilot 
seat. During this practice flight, the pilot was 
asked to perform autopilot maneuvers and to 
exercise the portable weather application. The 
staff pilot answered questions and guided the 
participant as he or she operated the weather 
application. Pilots were asked to access all 
weather data elements on the weather presenta-
tion and to explore the zoom capability. This 
practical weather application training continued 
until the staff pilot was assured that the partici-
pant fully understood all the information content 
and could demonstrate the use of the weather 
presentation.

Before the start of the test scenario, the pilot 
was fitted with the fNIR equipment. Next, the 
pilot was instructed that he or she was going to 
use VFR and that he or she had planned the route 
the previous day. The pilot was also instructed 
that he or she was part of a two-aircraft team fer-
rying an aircraft to the destination airport. This 
instruction required the pilot to relay (via radio) 
weather information and flight decisions to the 
second pilot (simulated) following their aircraft. 
Pilots were also instructed that they had to use 
the autopilot while flying. They were not bound 
to their preplanned route; they could deviate, turn 
around, or land at any suitable airport to assure 
safe alternatives around hazardous weather. 
Finally, pilots were instructed to obey the Federal 
Aviation Regulation (FAR) to the best of their 
ability.

data Analysis
Traditionally, human factors researchers have 

used the null hypothesis significance testing 
(NHST) framework when analyzing their data. 
However, the NHST framework has many under-
lying assumptions, and the method is not always 
straightforward for statistical inference (Dienes, 
2011; Gigerenzer, 1998, 2004; O’Keefe, 2003; 

Wagenmakers, 2007; Wagenmakers, Wetzels, 
Borsboom, & van der Maas, 2011). In recent 
years, many researchers have started using 
modern Bayesian analysis (Kruschke, 2015; 
Kruschke, Aguinis, & Joo, 2012) as the Bayes-
ian framework is very flexible and has relatively 
few methodological constraints. For example, 
a Bayesian analysis does not rely on p values. 
Bayesian methods are symmetric; they can be 
used to both reject and accept null outcomes. 
Bayesian analysis can also equally well accom-
modate small-N samples and large, complex, 
real-world data sets even though there are miss-
ing data or the data sets are unbalanced. When 
using a Bayesian framework, there is also no 
need to make corrections for multiple tests on 
the same data. Using a Bayesian framework, the 
researcher can also use the outcome of a previ-
ous study as prior information for subsequent 
studies.

In this paper, we are using Bayesian estima-
tion with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
sampling to determine the posterior distribution 
of predicted means, standard deviations, and 
effect sizes as outlined in Kruschke (2015). In 
the first step of an analysis, we need to deter-
mine the scale of our data as recorded by our 
dependent variables. For example, some data 
variables are measured on a continuous metric 
scale (e.g., time in milliseconds), whereas others 
can be counts (e.g., the number of correct 
responses) or ordinal ratings (e.g., 1-to-7 rating 
scale). Next, we need to define the appropriate 
Bayesian model for each analysis. Because of 
space constraints, we omit model descriptions 
here, but readers will find a detailed description 
of all the Bayesian models used in Kruschke 
(2015). The model selection is an important step 
as the model serves as a description of the data. 
Along with the model selection, we also need to 
specify a prior distribution on the parameters. 
For all analyses in the present paper, we use 
model priors that are vague and noncommittal 
on the scale of the data, which means that the 
prior distributions have little effect on the poste-
rior distribution.

Next, we use Bayesian inference by follow-
ing Bayes’ rule: p(θ | D) = p(D | θ) p(θ) / p(D), 
where the posterior distribution, p(θ| D), is the 
result of the likelihood, p(D | θ), times the prior, 
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p(θ), divided by the evidence, p(D). The poste-
rior is our strength of belief in the parameter val-
ues and model structure after the data are taken 
into account. The likelihood is the probability 
that the data could be generated by the model 
with parameter values θ. The prior is the strength 
of our belief in θ before we have taken the data 
into account. The evidence is the probability of 
the data according to our model.

In the current framework, the posterior distri-
bution is approximated by a large representative 
sample of parameter values from the MCMC 
sampling. Once we have a large sample of repre-
sentative parameter values, we can assess the 
mean of a parameter distribution or the differ-
ences between values of different parameters. 
Here, we use a separate decision rule to convert 
our posterior distributions to a specific conclu-
sion about a parameter value. When plotting the 
posterior distribution, we include a black hori-
zontal bar that represents the 95% high density 
interval (HDI). Values inside the HDI have a 
higher probability density compared to values 
that fall outside the HDI. When we compare 
conditions (i.e., perform contrasts), we compute 
differences at each step in the MCMC chain and 
present the result in a histogram with the HDI. 
These histograms show both credible differ-
ences and the uncertainty of the outcome. If the 
value 0 (implying zero difference) is not located 
within a 95% HDI, we say that the difference is 
credible. If the 95% HDI includes the value 0, 
the difference is not credible, as it implies that a 
difference of zero is a possible outcome. We are 
also using a region of practical equivalence 
(ROPE) for effect sizes. The ROPE contains val-
ues that, for all practical purposes, are the same 
as a null effect. If the 95% HDI falls completely 
within the ROPE margins, we can declare and 
accept the presence of a null effect.

For the analyses in the present paper, we used 
JAGS (Just Another Gibbs Sampler; Plummer, 
2003, 2011), which is a program for analysis of 
Bayesian hierarchical models using MCMC 
sampling. We connected to JAGS from a pro-
gram called R (R Development Core Team, 
2011), which is a free software environment for 
statistical computing and graphics, via the pack-
age rjags, an interface from R to the JAGS 
library. All software for the analysis and figure 

generation was adapted program code from 
Kruschke (2015). For the analyses, we used 
1,000 steps to tune the samplers and 2,000 steps 
to burn in the samplers, while running three 
chains and saving every step in the chain (i.e., 
we used no thinning). To derive the posterior 
distributions, we used 200,000 samples.

reSultS
In the following, we present the results from 

our dependent measures. However, due to tech-
nical problems, some data were not recorded. 
For the analysis of altitude, data from two pilots 
in the experimental group were missing (5.8%). 
For the deviation analysis, data from two pilots 
in the experimental group (5.8%) and one pilot 
in the control group (2.8%) were missing. For 
the analysis of distance to weather, data from 
three pilots in the experimental group (9%) and 
one pilot in the control group (2.8%) were miss-
ing. Finally, for the fNIR analysis, data from 
one pilot in the experimental group (2.8%) were 
missing.

Weather Avoidance
During each scenario flight, we recorded 

1,200 altitude measures and 120 deviation mea-
sures per pilot. The groups’ average altitude and 
route deviations as a function of the scenario 
time are illustrated in Figure 5. For the analysis, 
we averaged each pilot’s altitude and deviation 
distances and used one mean value per pilot 
using a Bayesian model (Kruschke, 2015) for 
a metric-predicted variable (i.e., altitude in feet 
and deviation distance in nautical miles) for two 
groups (experimental vs. control).

The altitude analysis showed no credible dif-
ference between the control group and the 
experimental group. The mean altitude changes 
were very similar, with a mean posterior altitude 
mode of −1,220 ft. for the control group and 
−1,150 ft. for the experimental group.

As we can see from the deviation data in 
 Figure 6 (also illustrated in Figure 5), the experi-
mental group had larger deviations from the pre-
planned route than the control group. The poste-
rior means have modes of 1.82 and 0.592 nmi for 
the experimental and the control group, respec-
tively. The difference of means (mode = 1.18) 
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was credible, as the value 0 was not included in 
the 95% HDI. The effect size for the deviations 
was also credible, with a mode of .866 and the 
value 0 outside the 95% HDI.

decision Making
Out of 34 pilots in the control group, only 

one pilot decided to divert to an alternate air-
port. Of the 36 pilots in the experimental group, 
six decided to divert. The single pilot in the con-
trol group announced the decision to divert at 19 
min into the scenario. The mean decision time 
for diverting for the six pilots in the experimen-
tal group was 12.5 min (SD = 4.8). Because of 
the small total number of deviations per group, 
this difference was not credible.

distance to hazardous Weather
For the distance-to-weather analysis, we used 

only data from 10 min to the end of the scenario 
as pilots were too far away from the relevant 
precipitation areas at scenario startup. The aver-
age distance-to-weather (along with the average 
altitude) data for the experimental group and 
control group are shown in Figure 7. In the 
figure, we can see the average distance to the 

weather cell encountered at the end of the sce-
nario. On average, the experimental group kept 
greater distances to weather than the control 
group. For the analysis, we first averaged the 10 
distance measures for each participant per flight 
and used one mean value per participant for the 
analysis, using a Bayesian model (Kruschke, 
2015) for a metric-predicted variable (i.e., dis-
tance in nautical miles) for two groups (experi-
mental vs. control).

Figure 8 shows the result of the distance-to-
weather analysis. On average, the experimental 
group kept larger distances to hazardous weather 
cells than the control group. The posterior mean 
distance for the experimental group had a mode 
of 9.41 nmi; for the control group, the posterior 
mode was 6.93 nmi. This difference of means 
was credible (mode = 2.52) as the value 0 was 
outside the 95% HDI. Finally, there was a cred-
ible effect size with a mode of 0.878.

When asked to rate how easy it was to deter-
mine the location of severe precipitation areas at 
the completion of the scenario, pilots in the 
experimental group gave higher subjective rat-
ings than the control group. For the analysis, we 
used a model by Kruschke (2015) for an ordinal 

Figure 5. The flight profiles for the experimental group and the control group with 
mean altitude (feet) and deviations from the preplanned route (nautical miles) as a 
function of scenario time (seconds).
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predicted variable (i.e., questionnaire ratings) 
comparing two groups. The outcome showed 
predicted rating means with modes of 5.09 and 
4.34 for the experimental and the control group, 
respectively. However, the difference of poste-
rior means was not credible, with a mode of 
0.702 (95% HDI from −0.27 to 1.65) and the 
value 0 included in the 95% HDI.

To summarize, when analyzing the vertical 
flight profiles, we found no credible differences 
in altitude changes between the experimental 
group and the control group. However, the anal-
ysis of the horizontal flight profiles showed the 
experimental group to have credibly larger devi-
ations from the preplanned route compared to 
the control group. The experimental group also 
kept greater distances to hazardous weather than 

the control group. However, both groups flew 
much closer to hazardous weather than what is 
recommended in current guidelines. Only six 
participants in the experimental group and two 
participants in the control group had distances to 
weather that exceeded 20 statute miles.

WSA
During the scenario flights, pilots were 

required to relay weather information and flight 
decisions to the second pilot via radio. We coded 
each weather and flight communication message 
with one of the five categories shown in Table 4.

The first category in Table 4, “weather data,” 
captures all communication related to providing 
weather information, like METARs, TAFs, and 
the relay of weather state changes acquired from 
the portable weather application. The second 
category, “weather direct view,” captures relayed 
weather information acquired from the out-the-
window view. The third category, “ground 
view,” captures relayed information associated 
with terrain, landmarks, and airfields. The cate-
gory “maneuver/course change” captures com-
munications of decisions to maneuver the air-
craft, diverting, and changing course. Last, the 
category “other” encompasses relayed informa-
tion about position, heading, altitude, intent, and 
other nonspecific reports.

Figure 9 (left) shows the predicted weather data 
communication counts per pilot for the experi-
mental group and the control group. Because the 
analysis involves a predicted value that is a count 
(i.e., the number of communications), we used a 
model by Kruschke (2015) for analysis of data on 
a count-valued measurement scale. The predicted 
posterior communication count for the experi-
mental group had a mode of 2.3 (observed mean = 
2.3), whereas it was 0.1 for the control group 
(observed mean = 0.1). As is shown by the poste-
rior distribution to the right, the difference in the 
weather data communication counts was credible 
as the value 0 was not included in the 95% HDI.

Figure 10 (left) shows the predicted counts per 
pilot for the relay of weather direct-view informa-
tion for the experimental group (observed mean = 
9.5) and the control group (observed mean = 
11.0). There was a higher predicted count of 
weather direct-view communications for the 

Figure 6. Deviation data (top), posterior distributions 
for means (middle), difference of means (bottom left), 
and effect size (bottom right) for the comparison of 
route deviations between the experimental group and 
the control group.
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 control group. However, as is shown in the poste-
rior histogram (right), the 95% HDI for the differ-
ence of −1.42 includes the value 0. Therefore, we 
cannot unequivocally state that the difference was 
credible since a difference of 0 was possible albeit 
with a very low probability.

Figure 11 (left) shows the predicted counts per 
pilot for the relay of other information for the 
experimental group (observed mean = 8.2) and 
the control group (observed mean = 9.8). There 
was a higher predicted count of other communi-
cations for the control group. As shown by the 
posterior distribution to the right, the difference 
in the other communication counts was credible 
as the value 0 was not included in the 95% HDI.

There were no credible differences between 
groups in the predicted communication counts 
per pilot of ground view information (experi-
mental mode = 0.5, control mode = 0.5) and 
maneuver/course change information (experi-
mental mode = 4.9, control mode = 4.8).

To summarize, the experimental group (using 
a portable weather application) provided credi-
bly more communications of weather data 
information than the control group. This finding 
 supports our hypothesis that using a portable 
weather application will result in an increased 
WSA. We know from the communications that 

pilots in the experimental group were aware of 
weather conditions along the planned route and 
alternative routes. They were also aware of 
areas that were free of hazardous weather. The 
control group provided a higher count of relays 
of weather direct-view information and a credi-
bly higher count of other information than the 
experimental group. This outcome is not sur-
prising since the control group relied entirely 
upon “see and avoid” for hazardous weather 
avoidance.

Weather display Interaction
During the simulation, we recorded all pilot 

interactions with the portable weather applica-
tion. From these data, we analyzed how often 
each weather element layer and weather feature 
was displayed during the scenario. For the result 
presentation, we analyzed the display time sepa-
rately for weather layers and weather features. 
An analysis of the weather layer selections 
showed that precipitation information accounts 
for the majority of the total layer display time 
(i.e., 16 min) with 11.4 min (56%). Besides 
 precipitation, pilots displayed ceiling informa-
tion and visibility information for 2.3 min (12%) 
and 1.3 min (6%) of the total time, respec-
tively. The display time was shorter for weather  

Figure 7. Mean distance to weather (≥30 dBZ precipitation cells) for the experimental 
group and the control group as a function of mean altitude (feet) and scenario time 
(seconds).
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information layers, like satellite (1.2 min, 0.06%), 
turbulence potential (0.07 min, 0.3%), wind (0.3 
min, 1.6%), flight category (0.3 min, 1.6%), 
temperature (0.04 min, 0.2%), and icing prob-
ability (0.1 min, 0.8%). The relative-humidity 
layer was never displayed by any of the pilots. 
For about 4 min of the total simulation time, 
pilots viewed only the aircraft position symbol 
and the preplanned route without displaying any 
of the weather layers. An analysis of weather 
information features showed that METARs were 
displayed for 5.8 min (29%), PIREPs for 3.8 min 
(19%), and TAFs for 1.5 min (8%) of the total 
feature display time (i.e., 11.2 min).

cognitive engagement
Figure 12 shows the average oxygenation 

change during flight for the experimental group 
and the control group. First, the experimental 
group had, on average, higher oxygenation 
values than the control group. Second, there 
was a trend in the oxygenation data where the 
oxygenation values increased with an increasing 
scenario time.

For the analysis, we averaged the oxygenation 
values across all 16 channels and computed an 
average for each participant. We then used one 
average oxygenation value per pilot for the anal-
ysis using a Bayesian model (Kruschke, 2015) 
for a metric-predicted variable (i.e., oxygenation 
values) for two groups. Figure 13 shows the pos-
terior distributions from the analysis. The mean 
oxygenation for the experimental group (mode = 
2.51) was higher than the mean oxygenation for 
the control group (mode = 1.4). The difference of 
means was credible, with a mode of 1.14 and the 
value 0 outside the 95% HDI. The effect size was 
also credible, with a mode of 0.727 and the value 
0 outside the 95% HDI.

This analysis showed a credibly higher oxy-
genation for the experimental group compared 
to the control group. Because the experimental 
group was more active in avoiding weather, we 
interpret the increased prefrontal blood oxygen-
ation as symptomatic of an increased cognitive 
engagement due to flight planning and decision 
making. The control group had no access to 
weather information while piloting and there-
fore no ability to plan ahead but instead was lim-
ited to the moment-by-moment use of out-the-
window information. The increased oxygenation 
for the experimental group found here is similar 
to what was found by Ahlstrom and Suss (2015) 
for pilots who detected METAR symbol changes 
during flight. In their study, the METAR detec-
tions led to an increased level of planning and 
decision making on part of the pilot compared to 
pilots who failed to detect the METAR changes.

When asked to rate their mental workload 
during flight at the completion of the scenario, 
pilots in the experimental group and the control 
group gave very similar ratings. An analysis of 
the ordinal rating data showed posterior means 
with modes of 4.17 and 4.51 for the experimen-
tal and the control groups, respectively. The  

Figure 8. Average distance-to-weather data (top), 
posterior distributions for means (middle), difference 
of means (bottom left), and effect size (bottom right) for 
the comparison of the 10- to 20-min scenario distance 
to weather (≥30 dBZ cells) between the experimental 
group and the control group.
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difference of means was not credible, with a 
mode of  −0.33 (95% HDI from −1.18 to 0.462) 
and the value 0 included in the 95% HDI. This 

finding is at odds with the objective fNIR record-
ings, which show a credibly higher oxygenation 
for the experimental group.

dIScuSSIon
In this section, we discuss the study outcome 

in relation to human factors issues, training, and 
weather display development. First, we discuss 
GA pilot WSA from the use of portable weather 
displays. Second, we discuss the potential ben-
efits of portable weather displays for commer-
cial GA pilots. Third, we discuss the concept of 
mental workload based on fNIR recordings and 
subjective postrun workload ratings. Finally, we 
conclude this section with a discussion of pilot 
plan-continuation errors and the need to opti-
mize the display of weather information.

The outcome of this study provides empirical 
evidence that portable weather applications 
increase pilot WSA. The communication records 
show that pilots in the experimental group were 
cognizant of the weather conditions along the pre-
planned route and at airports. However, pilots also 
need to make an operational assessment (using 
their WSA) of what the weather conditions imply 
for their flight. Thus, there is a link between WSA, 
an operational assessment, and action. Although 
the WSA plays a key role in this perception-action 

Figure 11. Posterior distributions (left) for the 
predicted counts per pilot of other communications 
for the experimental group and the control group. The 
histogram to the right shows the posterior contrast 
for the comparison between the experimental group 
and the control group.

Figure 10. Posterior distributions (left) for the predicted 
counts per pilot of weather direct-view communications 
for the experimental group and the control group. The 
histogram to the right shows the posterior contrast for 
the comparison between the experimental group and 
the control group.

Figure 9. Posterior distributions (left) for the predicted 
counts of weather data communications per pilot for the 
experimental group and the control group. The triangle 
at the bottom of the histogram indicates the mean 
observed count calculated across the pilots in each 
group. The histogram to the right shows the posterior 
contrast for the comparison between the experimental 
group and the control group.
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chain, it does not guarantee an adequate pilot 
action. In general, we found that the increased 
WSA improved flight behavior when avoiding 
hazardous weather, particularly for decisions to 
deviate from the route or the ability to stay farther 
away from hazardous areas. However, we also saw 
that an increased WSA did not necessarily trans-
late to pilots keeping safe distances to weather; 
although the experimental group kept credibly 
greater distances away from ≥30 dBZ cells than 
the control group, both groups flew much closer to 
hazardous precipitation cells than what is recom-
mended in current guidelines. What we would like 
to see is a more appropriate behavioral response—
involving greater deviations from hazardous pre-
cipitation areas—based on participants’ high level 
of WSA and the information available on the por-
table weather application. This outcome also sug-
gests that in addition to portable weather applica-
tions, pilots may benefit from training on how to 
interpret weather presentations and how to trans-
late an increased WSA into enhanced flight deci-
sions. Previous work has shown that training on 
the interpretation of weather cues is successful in 
influencing pilots to make earlier deviations when 
they encounter hazardous weather (Wiggins & 
O’Hare, 2003). In the present study, 57% of the 
pilots reported having had no additional weather 
training beyond basic pilot training.

In addition to private GA pilots flying under 
VMC, we believe there are several reasons why 
portable weather applications could benefit com-
mercial GA pilots. First, commercial pilots gener-
ally have more weather training than private GA 
pilots. Second, commercial pilots fly more fre-
quently than private pilots and are more likely to 
encounter hazardous weather. Therefore, com-
mercial pilots need weather information to develop 
weather avoidance strategies and to calculate the 
flight risks associated with route selections. Third, 
commercial pilots frequently operate at night, 
when weather conditions may be difficult or 
impossible to detect from the out-the-window 
view. Fourth, commercial pilots operate under 
IMC and would therefore benefit from receiving 
an overview of hazardous weather along the route 
of flight, at the destination airport, along alternate 
routes, or at alternate airports. Thus, we believe 
that commercial airline pilots could benefit from 
the use of portable weather applications.

Currently, in addition to text-based weather 
information provided by the Aircraft Communi-
cations Addressing and Reporting System, air-
line pilots have onboard weather radars that pro-
vide information about precipitation intensities 
ahead of the aircraft. To get additional informa-
tion, airline pilots receive weather updates from 
ATC and flight dispatch. Potentially, the use of a 

Figure 12. Mean oxygenation data for the experimental group and the control group as 
a function of scenario time.
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portable weather display could provide airline 
pilots with the opportunity to see a graphical 
depiction of the big weather picture, which 
would increase pilot WSA and enhance route 
negotiations with ATC. Previous research (Gil, 
Kaber, Kaufmann, & Kim, 2012) uncovered low 
situation awareness and high cognitive workload 
for airline pilots deviating around thunderstorms 
using low automation support.  Potentially, the 
use of a portable weather application could alle-
viate some of these problems.

In the present study, an objective measure of 
cognitive engagement revealed heightened activ-
ity for the experimental group that lasted the 
duration of the scenario. Several studies have 
shown that increased task difficulty corresponds 
with an increase in activation levels measured 
via fNIR; for this reason, fNIR activation is 

often used as an objective estimate of mental 
workload. In the laboratory, increasingly diffi-
cult n-back tasks correspond to higher levels of 
oxygenated hemoglobin and lower levels of 
deoxygenated hemoglobin in prefrontal cortex 
as measured via fNIR (Herff et al., 2014). In 
studies of air traffic controllers, increasing the 
number of aircraft in a sector led to similar 
increases in oxygenation (Ayaz et al., 2011; 
Harrison et al., 2014).

However, authors of previous investigations 
observed that participants’ self-report of work-
load or effort also increased along with prefrontal 
blood oxygenation. The present study failed to 
show a credible difference in subjective reports 
of workload, although overall the experimental 
group reported lower workload than the control 
group, in spite of credibly higher prefrontal blood 
oxygenation levels. One possible explanation is 
that subjective postrun workload ratings provide 
less reliable measures of workload than ratings 
gathered at fixed time intervals during task per-
formance (Ligda et al., 2010). While fNIR 
recordings and time interval ratings can show the 
same trend in the data (Harrison et al., 2014), 
postrun ratings and fNIR measures might not 
correlate (as was the case in the present study). 
Another possible explanation for the discrepancy 
is that the increased fNIR activation reflects an 
increase in mental arousal; if so, a common inter-
pretation of the Yerkes-Dodson law dictates that 
performance would be improved with increasing 
activation during low arousal or on simple tasks 
and would hurt during difficult tasks under high 
arousal (Teigen, 1994; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908).

Improvements in performance due to increas-
ing load have been documented in low-load con-
ditions (Hancock & Warm, 1989; Weiner, Curry, 
& Faustina, 1984). Additionally, increasing auto-
mation during low-workload periods of flight 
has also been shown to lead to poor pilot 
 performance (Hilburn, Jorna, Byrne, & Parasura-
man, 1997). Our finding also shows that an 
increase in workload or arousal levels is not nec-
essarily associated with poor task performance 
but may interact with task difficulty. Pilots in the 
experimental group exhibited higher cognitive 
engagement than the control group. The increased 
cognitive engagement resulted in an increased 
WSA, greater distances from hazardous weather, 
and an enhanced weather communication. The 

Figure 13. Group oxygenation data (top), posterior 
distributions for means (middle), difference of means 
(bottom left), and effect size (bottom right) for the 
comparison of oxygenation changes between the 
experimental group and the control group.
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increased cognitive engagement also improved 
decision making, such as decisions to deviate 
from the preplanned route due to weather and 
decisions to divert to alternate airports.

Despite these positive outcomes, we believe 
that pilots were not optimizing their use of the 
portable weather information. During the sce-
nario, pilots mainly used precipitation informa-
tion and (to a lesser degree) ceiling/visibility 
information. Pilots also displayed METAR 
information, PIREPs, and TAFs. Nevertheless, 
pilots were not able to keep safe distances to 
weather; they continued their flight toward the 
destination although it would have been safer to 
deviate and to land at an alternate airport. This 
behavior has been described by previous 
research as plan-continuation errors (Muthard & 
Wickens, 2003; Wiggins et al., 2014), whereby 
pilots continue their preplanned flight despite 
having access to weather information that sug-
gests a deviation or a decision to turn around.

Plan-continuation errors point to a need for 
optimization of weather display information for 
single-pilot operations. Pilots in the present study 
were not optimizing their use of available weather 
information, and some weather information was 
barely used at all. This finding is similar to previ-
ous research by Burgess and Thomas (2004) and 
Johnson et al. (2006). As portable display technol-
ogy and computational power improve, there is a 
tendency for weather displays to increase in com-
plexity due to an increasing number of weather 
information elements. Although this complexity 
might not be a problem for preflight planning, for 
single-pilot flights, it is likely a problematic trend 
that will negatively impact the utility of weather 
displays. Single-pilot operations are highly 
dynamic. Pilots must integrate what they see out 
the window with information provided by the 
instruments and the weather display. We believe 
this interpretation of weather data, and the neces-
sary realization of what it means for one’s flight, is 
a difficult process that requires a lot of training. 
However, there is a way to bypass much of the 
piecewise mental integration and to present infor-
mation that pilots can act upon directly. Following 
Runeson’s (1977) theory of “smart” perceptual 
mechanisms that take shortcuts to derive useful 
information, we believe smart weather display 
mechanisms could provide useful information to 
pilots.

For example, instead of solely presenting 
graphical precipitation intensities that pilots must 
visually track, interpret, and avoid, smart mecha-
nisms could keep track of the weather informa-
tion and alert the pilot (Ahlstrom, 2015a; 
 Ahlstrom & Jaggard, 2010). This framework not 
only presents weather information that pilots can 
act upon directly, but it also minimizes the likeli-
hood that pilots fail to detect new and updated 
information. As an added bonus, the use of smart 
weather display mechanisms might also prevent 
extensive weather display training that, in the 
end, will prove unsuccessful because the current 
weather display framework is not properly tai-
lored to the human perception-action cycle.

concluSIonS And 
recoMMendAtIonS

We found that a portable weather application 
improves pilots’ WSA, cognitive engagement, 
and weather avoidance maneuvers. However, 
pilots using the portable application flew much 
more closely to hazardous precipitation cells 
(i.e., mode of 5.72 nmi) than what is recom-
mended in current guidelines (i.e., 20 statute 
miles). Therefore, the use of a portable weather 
application did not translate to improved flying 
behavior.

From this outcome, we believe there are three 
factors that need to be addressed by future 
research. One is an assessment of the effective-
ness of pilot training on how to interpret weather 
information on modern electronic displays. 
Another factor that needs further assessment is 
the potential effect from pilot training on how to 
translate weather information into enhanced 
flight decisions. Finally, we recommend research 
for future weather applications that explores 
other ways to provide clear display indications 
of areas to avoid during flight. For example, 
instead of indicating areas of varying NEXRAD 
intensities that pilots must interpret, precipita-
tion displays could indicate all areas within 20 
statute miles that should be avoided.
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key PoIntS
 • The use of portable weather applications increases 

pilot weather situation awareness (WSA) and the 
ability to avoid areas of hazardous weather.

 • Portable weather applications can be used with-
out degrading pilot performance on safety-related 
flight tasks, actions, and decisions as measured 
within the constraints of the present study.

 • An increased WSA does not automatically trans-
late to enhanced flight behavior.

 • There is a need for pilot training on how to inter-
pret weather information on modern electronic 
displays.
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